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Executive Summary
The online cellphone survey was circulated to Dr. Knox students, staff and parents on
February 20, 2019. Responses were received from 315 out of approx. 820 students, 34 out of
approximately 80 staff, and 320 parents. The high percentage of participation from all
groups resulted in a high level of confidence.
The breakdown of student responses was evenly distributed between 38% Grade 7,
35% Grade 8 and 27% Grade 9. This closely mirrored the parent responses, of which 39%
were Grade 7, 35% Grade 8 and 25% Grade 9. Of the students who responded, 93% have a
cellphone. Of the parents who responded, 86% of their children have a cellphone but only
80% of the parents supported their children having a cellphone.
One of the main purposes of the cellphone survey was to learn about the effects of
cellphone use at school on student learning and health. A majority of 57% parents and 65%
staff believe that having a cellphone affects student learning in a negative way. Further, 75%
of staff and 61% of parents believe that cellphones have a negative effect on the physical
and mental health of their student/child. In contrast, 92% of students believe that having a
cellphone does not distract them in class, while 67% of them feel indifferent or good when
they don’t have their phone.
The responses from the students, parents and staff about when cellphone use should be
permitted at school varied widely between groups. 84.4% of parents and 94.1% of staff
disagreed that cellphones should be permitted at school at all times, while 51.9% of students
agreed. 80.4% of students agreed to cellphone use during class with teacher permission,
while staff where divided between 64.7% that agreed, and 29.4% that disagreed. 50.2% of
parents do not approve of cellphone use in class with teacher permission, versus 42.1% that
approve. Cellphone use during free time was agreed to by a majority of 88% students, 56.6%
parents, and 54.5% staff.
The table below compares the responses to the three questions about cellphone use at
school.
At all times
Students
Parents
Staff

During class time with
teacher permission

During free time

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

52%
8%
3%

21%
84%
94%

80%
42%
65%

8%
50%
30%

88%
57%
55%

6%
28%
15%

The cellphone survey contained both multiple choice questions and open-ended answers.
Some representative examples of the open-ended responses from students, parents and staff
are outlined in the appendix.
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Student Tech Survey - Chart Results - Mar-19
Parent Tech Survey - Chart Results - Mar-19

General Information

Student Tech Survey - Chart Results - Mar-19
Parent Tech Survey - Chart Results - Mar-19
Student Survey
Parent Survey

Social Media

Social Media
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Current Cellphone Usage in School

Staff Tech Survey - Chart Results - Mar-19

Student Survey

Staff Survey

7. If you use your phone in class, what are you
using it for?
272 responses

1%
18%
51%
25%

Research
Calculator
Translate
Music
Other
Don't know

1%
4%
Social Media

Student Survey *

Parent Survey

4. What would you like to use your cell phone
for in your education, if given permission?
263 responses

5. If you support your child having a phone at
school, for what purposes?
269 responses

9%

13%
62%

26 responses

Research
Calculator
Translate
Music
Other
Don't know

18%

17%

18%
Research
Communication
Emergencies
Don't support
Other

14%
46%

*More

3. If you support your students having a
phone, for what purposes?

4%

9%

2% 5%

Staff Survey

detailed results about surveyed usage patterns and type of usage from the student survey can be found in the appendix.
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19%
18%

46%

Research
Calculator
Translate
Music
Other
Don't support

Effects on Learning
Student Survey

Parent Survey

Staff Survey
4. How does having a cell phone affect your
students learning?

6. How does having a cell phone affect your
child's learning?
280 responses

31 responses

Negative
11%

Negative
Does Not
Positive
Don't know

15%
57%
17%

13. How does having a cell phone affect you
concentrating in class?

Does not

6%

Positive

29%
65%

298 responses

8% 11%
9%

Bad
Does Not
Good
Don’t know

Don't know

72%

Effects on Health and Mental Wellbeing
Student Survey

Parent Survey

12. How do you feel when you don't have
your phone with you?

Staff Survey

7. How does having a cell phone affect your
child's physical and mental health?
269 responses

5. How does having a cell phone affect your
students' physical and mental health?
31 responses

300 responses

7%
14%

26%

Bad
Indifferent
Good
Don't know

Positive and
Negative

5%

9%
9%
21%

61%

53%
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Negative
Does Not
Positive
Don't know

2%

Negative

11%

Does not

7%

Positive
75%

Positive and
Negative
Don't know

School Cellphone Policies
Student Survey

Parent Survey

Staff Survey
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Appendix
Following are the results to additional questions on the student survey that are related to current
usage patterns and usage type.
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Selection of Open-Ended Responses
Some of the questions allowed for open-ended answers. A committee of parents sorted these
answers into categories. To keep it as objective as possible, multiple parents did the classification
independently, and the results where averaged. Pie charts containing data labels in black are
questions that where classified with this method. Below is a selection of open-ended responses.
Cell phones are powerful learning and communication tools. Students who are distracted by
phones can leave their phone in their lockers and use iPads or laptops when necessary, or they
can ask their teacher to hold on to them. Students who do not take initiative to exercise self
control will learn from their mistakes. – Grade 9 student
I need music to feel safe and I need to be able to contact my parents at ALL times – Grade 8
student
I think it should be allowed in schools but not all the time because you could need it for math or
something else but i don't think they should be permitted at all times – Grade 8 student
we should be able to be responsible with our phone. and banning them will just make us put
them away, its not teaching us to be responsible and mature with our phone – Grade 7 student
I strongly agree with the permission of cell phone use during school at all times because, I
believe that having your cell phone at all times makes you feel like you actually have a life. –
Grade 8 student
Cell phone use can be very helpful during class when there's no laptops to offer the research.
But us students can easily be distracted because of the notifications. – Grade 8 student
It shouldn’t be permitted at all times, only when you’re done all your work, during breaks, and at
the beginning/end of class – Grade 9 student
I know lots of people that get way to invested into social media and other apps that they hardly
ever pay attention in class or do any work – Grade 9 student
I find listening to music while working a great way to focus, get work done and your friends also
become less distracting. Phones are also really good research tools in classrooms while they also
help save time that would be spent logging in on to computers. – Grade 9 student
If i don't have my phone my anxiety spikes and i don't feel safe. – Grade 7 student
As a student of Dr Knox i believe that phone use is something we should work on. I use my
phone constantly and it stops me from getting sufficient work done. No phones or permitted
phone time ONLY should be more forced. – Grade 9 student
It is a good research tool and it is good for listening to music. – Grade 7 student
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We have school Chromebooks for a reason. Those are what we should use for research. You can
use your phone before or at lunch or doing break. If we tell kids not to bring them at all kids will
just rebel. – Grade 8 student
I think we should be able to bring our phones but not use it in class. only for music. – Grade 7
student
I feel that if your teacher allows you it can be helpful if you need to do a quick research for
example if you need to find a new vocab word. But sometimes you will spot people on there
phones off track – Grade 7 student
I feel like cellphones should only be used for educational purposes at school but after school you
can go on your phone for whatever you'd like but no too long or else it will affect your mental
health – Grade 8 student
Cell phones should not be allowed during class time when kids are learning. – Grade 8 parent
I feel students should be interacting with students and teachers....not staring at a screen. – Grade
7 parent
School is for learning, the phone lessons the likelihood of contemplating answers, and reduces
ability to focus on a given task. – Grade 7 parent
Cell phones should be collected and put away as you walk into a classroom unless the teacher is
using it for research purposes. – Grade 7 parent
Teachers should not be depending on the students doing any research on their phones. Research
strategies should be taught, and appropriate references used. Critical thinking ability is a learned
ability. – Grade 7 parent
There should be a gauge as to when they are used at school. If they do not need to use the
phone during classes then they can wait till break or school is out. My son likes to listen to music
sometimes as it calms his anxiety when feeling anxious. – Grade 8 parent
If phones were provided by the school/district for student use in the event of emergency or
urgent need to contact parent(s) I believe cell phones should not be allowed at school. – Grade 7
parent
Cell phones should be limited to breaks. I don't like that my child could be easily recorded by
other students. – Grade 8 parent
my kid stays physically very active but I worry about constant social contact. – Grade 8 parent
It can be used playing kahoot or as a tool within a lesson guided by a teacher all other uses can
be covered by computers if necessary. They should only be allowed in class if teachers have
indicated they will be used for a particular lesson. – Grade 7 parent
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It is up to the school staff to determine when phone use is appropriate or not. If kids were
given the choice - they would be on their devices constantly and get nothing done. – Grade 7
parent
I feel students should be able to have them but kept in their locker for lunch or breaks. Students
should not be allowed to have them in the classroom when trying to learn. Distracting for
themselves and others. – Grade 7 parent
High frequency of use has clear negative effects on both physical and mental health. Modest cell
phone use can, if used responsibly, support friendships, provide rapid access to information, and
be a source of entertainment. – Grade 8 parent
During breaks and lunch, before and after school having a cell phone is fine. I don’t believe in
banning phones I believe in teaching responsible usage. – Grade 7 parent
I think cell phones should be allowed at school- they are here to stay and kids need to learn how
to use them responsibly. Use in class time should only be for a specific purpose. – Grade 9
parent
I think the cell phone need to be collected in the beginning of each class and return at the end of
the class. – Grade 8 parent
Parents can call the school if there is an emergency. Students having phones makes it easier to
text and agree to skip classes, or meet in the bathroom at a certain time as their friends. – Grade
7 parent
I want my child to be able to reach me if something comes up, but it isn't needed during class
time. – Grade 9 parent
I do not believe cell phones have a place in school, unless it is an emergency. And only for
emergencies - Grade 9 parent
Not necessary for children to have a cell at school. Ridiculous that the school asks them to use
it as an instrument of learning. Use laptops, iPads or desktops. Need to call home or contact
parents? Use the office phone. – Grade 8 parent
It is helpful to be able to leave a message via text to your child. However, I wish it wasn't used
for gaming during lunch. – Grade 8 parent
Cellphones and other digital devices are an integral part of society. I believe learning should help
reveal when, how and how much a cellphone should be used. – Grade 7 parent
I think it is ok to have them during non class time. But I also wouldn’t be upset if they weren’t
allowed phones at all. – Grade 7 parent
I strongly feel that cellphones should not be used in the classroom. They should be checked in
at the door. The teacher can't compete with all that distraction or control the unauthorized
usage while they are trying to teach. – Grade 8 parent
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Cell phone connection is for before and after classes. Cell phones do not replace the connection
needed to grow with teachers/assistants. The cells are a huge convenience for family pick ups
and last minute schedule changes. – Grade 8 parent
Would LOVE to see phones ban from schools so we can get social skills back, verbal
communication has a strong lack in teens today. – Grade 8 parent
A student should be able to use their cell phone when necessary. Given how unorganized
everything is at the school (sports, events, etc) students need to communicate with parents so
that drop offs and pick up times are clear. – Grade 9 parent
Ideally I would say that phones are only brought out at the end of school. Unless of course for
emergency. They are hiding in their screens and not learning the ability to engage with each
other....to actually talk without distraction. My options might be dated but I think it's clear from
evidence that it's not working. Thank you so so much for reaching out !!! I'm hoping my small
voice is heard. – Grade 7 parent
Students have a hard time staying focused, many students have admitted they are not sleeping
enough due to their phones and I feel like social media causes a lot of pressure on students. –
Staff member
I think we are now a society where cellphones are a big part of our lives. If we allow cell phones
during these chosen times, I feel like we can have a greater chance of controlling cell phones
during instruction time. – Staff member
I hate that when I walk through the school halls outside of class time, kids are on their phones
instead of actually talking to people around them. I often see 6 or 7 kids staring at 1 kid playing
on a phone. – Staff member
I have found cell phones are primarily a distraction, both for individual students and the
classroom community, and they undermine meaningful learning. There have been infrequent
occasions when a student uses a phone to take photos of homework, lab results, etc, and in this
capacity I can appreciate some benefit. However, given the accessibility of laptops at school
which have all the same functions as a phone, I struggle to appreciate what purpose cell phones
serve that could not be accomplished with student laptops. – Staff member
I believe there is a time and place for cellphone use, however I've noticed that the majority of
middle-school students have difficulties self regulating their usage, so my general classroom rule
is 'music only'. I have no problem with students playing games or checking their social media
feeds on their own time (lunch and breaks), however. – Staff member
It would make my job easier if there was some sort of scrambler and no wifi or internet worked
on devices. – Staff member
How can a student focus on learning when they have headphones in!! Studies have proven the
brain focuses on the lyrics of the songs and it causes problems with comprehension and
execution in reading and writing. – Staff member
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There is no reason why a student should need a cell phone during instructional time. If parents
need to get ahold of their child, they can call the office. If a friend needs to get ahold of a
student, s/he can wait until a break. There is enough technology in this school for students to
not need to rely on a cell phone. Cell phones can be left in lockers if parents insist on their
children having one at school. I've fought this battle for almost 14 years in the school system,
and the year I finally had enough and had all parents on board to ban cell phones from
instructional time, was the best functioning class/year I've had in my entire career. – Staff member
I have experienced when students have their phones out during class and it is a terrible
disruption to my teaching and others' learning. I really am against having cell phones in the
classroom. From text "bings" to incoming calls to distractions and social media, it becomes
quite a disturbance. – Staff member
While I understand that other teachers might use them in a curricular way in class, cell phones in
my classes are mostly a distraction from learning. Even I as an adult can become wrapped up in
whatever is on there to the exclusion of what is going on in my physical presence - and these
people do not have a fully developed sense of impulse control. – Staff member
Students have proven unable to manage the addictive nature of the technology and they create a
continuous distraction to learning. – Staff member
How many studies need to be done that tell of the negative effects of cell phones before the
school district takes it seriously? The 'if you can't beat them...' argument is an ignorant statement.
Cell phones are bad for focus, they're bad for deep learning, they're bad for developing
interpersonal communication skills, they're bad because students often want them just to "listen
to music," but the music is very often not appropriate for children and distracting. If you care
about our children, you should ban cell phones in schools. France did a nationwide ban up to 15
years old. Ask them why. – Staff member
I believe if the entire school holds a strong no cell phone policy this will become the new norm
and will help enforce the rules that some teachers already have. I also think if the entire school
holds the same rules we will show the students we hold a strong position. I think a strong
position will aid in showing students the importance in using cell phones appropriately. If
teachers need to use technology in their class they can use the computers. – Staff member
I think that this "free" time is the hardest to monitor and if cellphones are in the classrooms less,
then students will want to check/respond to messages from family and friends between classes
and on breaks. Today I observed a cellphone free class at KLO and the difference it makes in
the classroom environment is amazing. Some of the students struggled with it, though, especially
when other classrooms of the same grade were not cellphone free. They felt left out of things
that happen throughout the day with their other friends. I feel as though cellphone use, just like
hats, should be the same throughout the school. Either they are welcome in all classrooms, or
they are not welcome in all classrooms. A school wide policy makes it easier for everyone to be
on the same page and enforce the school policy/rule. – Staff member
Cellphones can be a useful tool and having them in class gives students a chance to practice
good digital etiquette. – Staff member
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My perspective doesn't really fit in the above categories. I let students use phones for specific
purposes, but know that they are often a distraction. I do also think it can stunt their creativity
(as well as encourage it) if they only look for solutions and not inspiration. We talk about how
to use them ALL THE TIME, but I don't know that it really helps. Their whole world is on
those phones and it is very hard for them to self-regulate. Phones (or iPads) are an important
part of how my class functions but there is a huge downside. – Staff member
I feel that with laptops and I pads that all students should turn in their phones at the start of
each class. I think if this was started we would be surprised at the amount of work that gets done
during class time. – Staff member
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